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Abstract Recently, variable stiffness actuators (VSAs) have been
introduced for reducing the input efforts of pick-and-place robots.
However, the serial arrangement of springs and motors in the VSAs
decreases the accuracy at high-speeds due to uncontrolled robot
deflections. To ensure accuracy while reducing the input efforts,
this paper proposes the use of variable stiffness springs (VSS) in
parallel configuration with the motors. The parallel arrangement
of VSS and motors is combined with a shooting method to adjust
the stiffness of the system in order to enforce its limit cycle to
converge to a desired trajectory, and, thus, to decrease the input
torques. Numerical simulations of the suggested approach on a five-
bar mechanism show the reduction of the robot input efforts.

1 Introduction

It is well-known that one of the most common operations for high-speed
robot manipulators in industrial applications is to pick and place objects
from one initial desired position to a final position. Typically, such types of
operations are fast pseudo-periodic motions, with variable amplitudes and
frequencies in which an enormous amount of input efforts is required to
move and stop the robot in the pick and place positions. As a consequence,
a large quantity of energy is required to make the robot move, and then this
energy must be dissipated to stop the robot in the braking phase. This is
costly in terms of energy efficiency.

The classical approach to reduce the input torques at high speeds is by
lowering the moving elements mass of the robot architecture, thus permit-
ting the use of less powerful motors [1]. Even if this allows reducing the
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input torques, the lightweight structure affects the robot stiffness, leading
to decrease the accuracy of the mechanism.

To operate at slow speeds, gravity-balancing techniques [2][3] have shown
their effectiveness to compensate the input efforts required to move the
links of slow pick-and-place robots. However, these techniques cannot be
applied for high-speed robots for which the inertial effects are preponderant.
Thus, in the last years, several researchers have proposed the use of Variable
Stiffness Actuators (VSAs) to minimize the input efforts of pick-and-place
robots [4][5]. The main idea is to connect the motor and the output link
by a spring in series, which serves as energy storage and whose stiffness is
controllable in order to adapt to different tasks. These springs are called
Variable Stiffness Springs (VSS)[6]. Nevertheless, the main issue is that the
serial arrangement of VSS and motors in the VSAs leads to uncontrolled
robot deflections at high-speeds, worsening the accuracy of the robot.

A novel type of actuation, for a slow parallel robot in [7] and a slow serial
robot in [8][9], proposes the use constant stiffness springs in parallel to the
motors in order to reduce the input torques in pick-and-place operations.
Even if the results are impressive, the level of compliance to adapt to fast
pseudo-periodic pick-and-place motions is limited due to the fixed stiffness.

Therefore, the aim of this paper is to propose a strategy for reducing the
input efforts of a high-speed five-bar mechanism by placing VSS in parallel
to the motors. Furthermore, we deal with the minimization of input torques
by exploiting its dynamic model, by finding the optimal stiffness, such that
the limit cycle of the system converges to the desired pseudo-periodic pick-
and-place motions. Then, the optimal stiffness is adjusted by means of the
VSS. By adding a spring with controllable stiffness in parallel to the five-bar
mechanism actuated links, two performances are achieved: i) direct power
connection between the motor and the robot links, thus ensuring accuracy
at high-speeds; ii) control of the stored potential energy to be released per
cycle of the pick-and-place motion. In order to show the effectiveness of the
proposed approach, two cases are compared and analyzed:
• Nominal case, which consists of the parallel robot without springs;
• Use of VSS in parallel with the motors of the robot with the proposed

limit cycle tracking algorithm.

2 Physical Background

2.1 Dynamic model of five-bar mechanism with variable stiffness
springs in parallel configuration with the actuated links

The general scheme of the five-bar mechanism with variable stiffness
springs in parallel is given in Fig. 1. The actuation of the parallel robot is
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Figure 1. On the left the five-bar mechanism parameterization with two
actuated joints q11 and q21, and three passive joints q12, q22 and q13 is
shown. The variable stiffness torsional springs are located in parallel to
the two actuated joints defined by qs1 and qs2. On the right the power
transmission system of VSS in parallel to the motors is shown. qi and qsj
represent the parallel robot joints and variable stiffness joints coordinates,
respectively, and i = 1, ..., 2, j = 1, ..., 2.

provided by q = [q11, q21]T . The vector of passive joints is given by qd =
[q12, q22, q13]T . The vector of moving platform pose is given by x = [x, y]T .
a is the distance between the actuated joints. All link lengths l are identical.
As shown in Fig. 1, the actuation for the variable stiffness joints is given by
qs = [qs1, qs2]T . For the dynamic modeling of the five-bar mechanism, the
model of a real robot called DexTAR [10] was used. DexTAR is a five-bar
mechanism whose dynamic model is computed in [10] using the Lagrange
formalism. Adapting its dynamic model to our purpose, by considering the
effects of the elastic deformation of the VSS in parallel with the actuated
links (Fig. 1), the DexTAR dynamics computed in [10] become:

τ = ZZq̈ + mJT ẍ + τ s (1)

where
• J is the robot Jacobian matrix;
• τ is the two-dimensional vector of robot input efforts;
• τ s is the two-dimensional vector of elastic torques associated to the

VSS coupled to the robot in parallel by the following expression:

τ s = K(q− qs) (2)

in which K = diag(k11, k21), with k11, k21 being the springs constants;
• m is the mass of the end-effector.
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• ZZ = diag(zz11, zz21), with zz11 and zz21 representing the inertia of
the two proximal links.

In order to express the dynamic model in terms of the joint space acceler-
ations, ẍ in (1) is mapped into the joint space by using the second-order
kinematic constraint relations [11]:

ẍ = Jq̈ + b (3)

where b is a vector containing terms in squared velocities [10]. Skipping all
mathematical derivations, we get

τ = (ZZ + mJTJ)q̈ + mJTb + K(q− qs) (4)

Finally, the VSS dynamics is given by:

τ vss = Jq̈s −K(q− qs) (5)

where J = diag(J1, J2), with J1 and J2 being the inertias of the couplings
between the motors and the springs.

Based on the aforementioned computations, it is necessary to find a
strategy to exploit the dynamic model of the robot in order to vanish the
input torques and let the springs, whose stiffness is controlled by qs, to
supply most of the energy to move the links of the robot.

3 Control of pick-and-place oscillations

For systems that oscillate at a constant amplitude and frequency, it is possi-
ble to find a unique set of spring constants grouped in matrix K, such that
the limit cycle of the system converge to the desired periodic trajectory,
thus vanishing the input torques [7][9]. However, it is not the same case for
pick-and-place operations, which are typically defined by pseudo-periodic
oscillatory motions, where the amplitudes and frequencies of oscillation may
vary. This is mainly due to the fact that for each pseudo-frequency, there
exist a different set of spring constants for enforcing the limit cycle to con-
verge to the desired pseudo-periodic trajectory. That is why, similar to
what it was done in [8], we apply the so-called shooting method to find the
optimal spring coordinates qs that adjust the output stiffness, so that the
limit cycle matches as best as possible the desired trajectory even if the
motion is quasi-periodic. This allows to have a fixed set of spring constants
for any pseudo-frequency, and by tuning qs we ensure the convergence of
(1) to an unforced second order differential equation, thus decreasing the
input torques τ . As shown in Fig. 2, for performing energy-efficient pick-
and-place motions, the main idea is to tune the stiffness variables qs when
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Figure 2. Five-bar mechanism in the three operation modes: In pick and
place position the robot is stopped and the VSS is adjusted through qs to
match the limit cycle to oscillate from A to B. Then in the motion phase
the VSS is stopped and the robot is controlled only by q.

the robot is stopped in a pick or place position. This to ensure meeting
the desired boundary conditions (pick or place points) of the next cycle at
a given pseudo-frequency. The shooting method formulation applied to find
the spring coordinates qs seeks to solve (4) for τ = 0, i.e.:

q̈ = −(ZZ + mJTJ)−1(mJTb + K(q− qs)) (6)

with the boundary conditions defined as the desired pick and place positions
and velocities by q(0) = q∗0, q(tf ) = q∗tf , q̇(0) = q̇∗0 and q̇(tf ) = q̇∗tf by
formulating the following position and velocity error vectors, respectively:

Eq(qs) = q(tf ,qs)− q∗tf (7)

Eq̇(qs) = q̇(tf ,qs)− q̇∗tf (8)

where tf is the final time, and q̇ and q are obtained from numerical single
and double integration of q̈, respecitvely. Thus, the shooting method is
applied to iteratively find the spring coordinates qs, such that expressions
(7) and (8) converge to zero as follows:

while Eq>ε1, Eq̇>ε2, k ≤ maxk do
Eq(qs) = q(tf ,qs)− q∗tf
Eq̇(qs) = q̇(tf ,qs)− q̇∗tf
qsk : [Eq(qsk),Eq̇(qsk)] = 0
qsk+1

= qsk + ∆qsk

end
Optimal set of VSS coordinates: qs = qsk+1

.
Algorithm 1: Shooting method applied to limit cycle tracking by updat-
ing spring coordinates qs

where maxk is the maximum number of iterations, ε1 and ε2 are error
thresholds.
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4 Simulation Results

The proposed approach for minimizing the input torques was validated by
using the following numerical values for the five-bar mechanism geometric
and dynamic parameters: inertia of the two proximal links zz11 = 0.0133
kg/m2 and zz21 = 0.0142 kg/m2, end-effector mass m = 0.537 kg, inertias
of the couplings between the motors and springs J1 = J2 = 0.0051 kg/m2,
stiffness constants of the springs k11 = k21 = 10 Nm/rad, link lengths
l = 0.090 m, distance between the axes of the actuated links a = 0.118
m. The limit cycle tracking (Algorithm 1) proposed in section 3 was tested
by defining multiple desired points in the five-bar mechanism workspace as
shown in Fig. 3. Each segment from the multiple-point pick-and-place se-
quence has a different travel time in order to show the effectiveness of the
proposed approach to reduce the efforts in quasi-periodic motions. More-
over, in order to make the comparisson between the nominal actuation and
the actuation with VSS, the total travel time of the nominal case is set equal
to the travel-plus-adjusting times of the actuation with VSS.

Table 1 shows the optimal values obtained from the algorithm described
in section 3. It can be seen that for every segment of trajectory there is a
different total time, i.e. travel plus adjusting times, and therefore, different
optimal values for the VSS coordinates qs. Table 2 shows the values of the
maximum torques for the different segments for the two types of actuation:
nominal without VSS and with VSS in parallel to the actuated links of the
five-bar mechanism. For the second type of actuation the input efforts from
the full actuation chain are computed, i.e. the robot torques and the VSS
input torques. It can be seen that the average torque reduction from the full
actuation chain, for the full multiple-point pick-and-place sequence, based
on the maximum values of the torques from Table 2, is of 53%. It is also
possible to observe that the variable stiffness joint torques grouped in τ s

provide most of the effort in the full actuation chain.

Table 1. Optimal values for the VSS coordinates qs1 and qs2 for every
segment of trajectory.

Segment Total time (Travel Optimal qs1 (rad) Optimal qs2 (rad)
+ Adjusting) (s)

A → B 0.1 0.688 0.499
B → C 0.09 -0.844 -1.210
C → D 0.12 0.387 0.560
D → E 0.07 -1.421 -1.417
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Figure 3. Multiple-point pick-and-place sequence in the five-bar mechanism
workspace: A → B (travel time: 0.1 s), B → C (travel time: 0.09 s), C →
D (travel time: 0.12 s), D → E (travel time: 0.07 s).

Table 2. Maximum values of input torques for nominal case which consists
of the five-bar mechanism without springs, and input torques by using VSS
in parallel with same adjusting times as travel times.

Nominal Using VSS in parallel
Max. Torques Max. Torques (Full actuation)

Segment Time (s) |τ |max (Nm) |τ |max (Nm) |τ vss|max (Nm)

A → B 0.1 [5.451, 4.125] [0.177, 0.187] [2.546, 1.849]
B → C 0.09 [11.599, 12.811] [0.204, 0.207] [4.996, 5.698]
C → D 0.12 [5.408, 8.381] [0.146, 0.202] [2.654, 3.946]
D → E 0.07 [20.544, 20.956] [0.195, 0.201] [8.472, 8.980]

5 Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we have presented a new approach to minimize the input ef-
forts of a high-speed five-bar mechanism, based on the use VSS in parallel to
the motors, combined with a limit cycle tracker. This has allowed to consid-
erably reduce the input torques of fast quasi-periodic motions. Simulations
led to a successful minimization of the input torques for different multiple-
point trajectories on a five-bar mechanism by analyzing two cases: nominal
without springs and VSS with adjustment of the limit cycles. Results show
that the input torques reduction of the full actuation chain can reach up
to 53% considering also the efforts from the motors that adjust the stiff-
ness. Future work on this subject includes experimental validation of our
approach and the optimal design of an energy-efficient five-bar mechanism
with the VSS in parallel.
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